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Foreword

“In order for there to be a game, there must be players.”

This is the official Player Rulebook for “LarpWorks Presents: Mordavia.” LARP is a game in which the players act as if they

were the character they play. This includes character traits, beliefs, and histories that may be different from a person's “out of play” life.

These things are considered, “In-Play” and players, with safety in mind, are allowed to play that role the best way they see fit. LarpWorks was founded on the idea of coming together to enjoy role-playing experiences. Larpworks strives to facilitate a safe, comfortable,

and immersive environment to help the player feel connected to the world of Mordavia with the character they created.

LarpWorks official “Mordavia” is held at Fontainebleau State Park, Louisiana. Players spend time as their characters from

“game-on” at 10:00p.m. on Friday, until “game off” at 4:00a.m. Sunday Morning. During this time players are considered “in-play” and

must follow the rules within this book. The game runs on “the honor system” with storytellers acting as moderators. Following the rules

is incredibly important to the game. Every game has their cheaters, but cheaters cheat themselves and everyone else of a legitimate nonorchestrated organic roleplay experience. This will be stressed again in the closing notes at the end of the book. Players are expected to

attempt to dress and act accordingly their specific character. The rest of this rulebook is dedicated to the advantages players get and their

ability to acquire them.

This rulebook is the culmination of years of dedicated work. Many friends came together to make the first “LarpWorks

Presents: Mordavia” episode on the weekend of April 19-21, 2013. LarpWorks runs 6-8 Mordavia episodes a year that are divided into

two “Chapters”.

What can I expect at a Mordavia event?

Contact staff before going to a Mordavia event. Players are expected to arrive between 6p.m. and 9p.m. Staff will guide you

through the check-in process and give you all your “tags” and “character sheet”. “Tags” are small pieces of paper that are signed by staff

and represent in-play items. The “character sheet” represents your character's in-play status. Once you have all your in-play gear it's

time to prepare your bunk and sleeping area. It's a good idea for people coming together to select a common sleeping and storage area.

This is also the best time to get some early eats from the delicious on-site catering.

The event officially begins at opening ceremonies where the hosts of the event will go over any changes, in-play developments,

and other announcements. Opening ceremonies is held at 10p.m. on the first day of the event. New players will be directed to a “newbie

mod” to go over the rules and safety checks one last time. All other players will continue getting set up and getting in costume and

makeup for the game. A time for game-on will be declared in opening ceremonies.

Players are expected to play their character to the best of their abilities while the game is on. Characters in Mordavia are of

many wondrous fantasy races with many diverse abilities. Each race has their own history and each player is expected to have a back

story (Ch. 2 Character Creation). Staff will present themselves as various characters in the game world called “Non-Player Characters”

(NPCs). These NPCs provide opportunities to learn more about the world and role-play your character in new ways. NPCs can provide

beneficial help to your character's goals or become nefarious evil-doers who must be stopped at all costs.

During the second day of the event the game is “reset” and all characters report to staff and get new tags as necessary. This is

considered the “changing over of a day” and resets all “per-day” abilities. You'll read more on what abilities these affect later. For now,

just know that you'll need to “check-in” again during the second day of the event. Reset times are announced at opening ceremonies and

during reset.

The game portion of the event ends at about 2a.m. on the third day of the event, with most important things happening before

12a.m. Players may finally rest peacefully knowing their character is safe. The next morning starting at 9a.m. players are expected to

check out, gather their belongings, and be off the site by 11a.m.

Live Action Role-Playing and Mordavia

LARP is an acronym which stands for Live Action Role-Playing. A LARP is a game where the players and Storyteller staff interact with each other based on a rule system and fictional story. “Mordavia” is the dark medieval fantasy world in which this game

takes place. Players create characters for Mordavia using this rulebook. The rulebook gives players simplified physical attributes and

advantages such as spells and combat maneuvers. They can use these abilities to interact with the game world and enhance their character.



Introduction

The Age of the Mists, The World of Mordavia

Before the Mordavia of today existed, the entire world was covered in a thick mist. This time was called The Age of the Mists

and it was an age of mythic deeds and legendary beings. The wonder of Creation was at its height; there was no death from natural

causes, no death from old age, unlimited potential for magical discovery and progress. Such was the power of this age that even young

children wielded magics, mastering spells that would make mages of today cower in fear, by the time they were mere teenagers.

The most powerful of these casters were the Humans who were the greatest Arch-Masters of each school of magic. They came

to call themselves 'Solomonari' or 'Enlightened Ones'. The Rise of The Solmonari was a time of unbridled magical accomplishment,

where the only limitation to the doings of a Solmonari was that of their own imagination. However, such power eventually came at a

terrible price. A great war broke out between the Solmonari of Necromancy and the rest of their brethren. The power unleashed in the

war was so devastating that the final battle ended the world as it was known. The Solomonari were utterly destroyed, most of the world

was devastated, most sentient life was wiped out, and the mists were cleared out and surround what is today, Mordavia. The swirling

magical vortex of mist became known as A'Tul, 'The Beyond'. This event has been called 'The Cataclysm'.

The Age of Reclamation, Beyond the Cataclysm

The survivors of The Cataclysm quickly discovered that all of the highest magic, along with those able to wield it, had been

lost to The Cataclysm. The races quickly fractured from their unity against the threat of Necromancy and fell into their own societies.

Vampires and Demons made their own Kingdoms, Humans and Gypsies formed into various clan, family, and city-state societies, Elves

retreated largely to the forest of Seraph Csalit, Half-Orcs spread around as bandits, warrior nomads, mercenaries, or piracy, Created

were mostly deactivated in The Cataclysm and formed no society or culture to speak of. Zhana, as a race, found themselves enslaved to

any group or individual that took slaves.

In the 6th and 7th Century ATC (After The Cataclysm) three powerful Human city-states arose. They were the City of Orag

Magoz in the lands of Noctu, Deragon Keep in the lands of Deragon, and Alcyon Keep in the lands of Alcyon. Orag Magoz was the

seat of magical power, Alcyon Keep boasted the largest standing, best equipped, and best trained military, and Deragon Keep was the

traditional headquarters of The Order of The Right Hand of Gebelizis, or simply, The Order. In the year 667 ATC, after several years of

harassment and warfare against an unknown enemy, seemingly of Necromantic origins, but one who fought with economics and politics

more than undead, the world of Mordavia found itself on its knees, preparing for the death blow. Finally, at Deragon Keep, the Greater

Vampire Lord, Maravis, ancient enemy of The Order from before The Cataclysm, revealed himself. In one final confrontation in the

halls of Deragon Keep itself, Maravis was utterly destroyed by heroes of The Order who had discovered the ways of ancient sects of

The Order and used that knowledge to defeat him. However, the Vampire did not die before unleashing a terrible curse upon the lands

of Deragon that would make it impossible for life to exist there and would animate anything that was unfortunate enough to die within

its borders. This curse still persists today and is known as The Sul Wastelands.

Once again devastated, the people of Mordavia turned to the leader of the heroes of The Order, a Human from the Alcyon Family, named Eckhart. Having already been promoted to the rank of Grandmaster of The Order, Eckhart rode his popularity to establish

the Kingdom of Mordavia under his rule, and founded the Alcyon Dynasty. To make up for the loss of Deragon Keep and as a testament

to his own power, King Alcyon I oversaw the construction of the City of Sargon, which would serve as his Imperial seat of power, and

renamed the lands of Deragon accordingly. For each of their individual roles as races against the threats of Necromancy both before

The Cataclysm, and again against The Great Enemy – Maravis – all of the current Races of The Kingdom were given official status as

citizens. The Kingdom of Mordavia would persist under The Alcyon Dynasty for over 1000 years.

The Age of Mordavia, The Gypsy Event and The Tax Wars

It was the evening of the Winter Solstice, the year was 1830. The Alcyon Dynasty was at the height of its power and perhaps at

the height of its arrogance and opulence. Secure in the fact that Necromancy had been relegated to a passing threat of a bygone age of

barbarism and strife, The Alcyon Dynasty could never envision a world in which their power would be threatened by something other

than the forces of Heros and Necromancy. It was this lack of foresight that led to their destruction. Darkness began to fall and with the

rising of the full moon, The Kingdom of Mordavia was at war with itself. Thousands upon thousands of Gypsies, many of whom did not

even know of their cursed heritage, became mindless bloodthirsty monstrosities that tore apart all in their way. The scene was the same

in nearly every court of nobility across the Kingdom. Not even the Royal Court of King Alcyon was safe. Even though the tragedy, now

known as The Gypsy Event, only lasted 12 hours, it was enough to destroy much of The Royal Family and political infrastructure across

The Kingdom.



Unable to maintain power on such a large scale, The Alcyon Family was forced to retreat its power back to a single Principality, leaving Noctu and Sargon to the control of their own Princes. In order to avoid a costly and unwise civil war, the Prince’s decided to

maintain the status quo in every possible way, essentially making each of them ‘king’ of their own Principality. While this seemed to be

the most amicable solution for long term prosperity, there was a single problem that ended up nearly undoing the entire Kingdom.

As it is written in the King's Law, it is The King who was responsible for collection and allocation of taxes. With no sitting

King and no heir apparent with the new political order instituted by The Princes, the Royal Guild Masters stopped paying Royal taxes.

In their mind, they were breaking no laws and could do what they wished. The result was massive monopolies, unregulated commerce

of all kinds, and a severely under-financed governmental system. Conflict between guilds and their loyal nobles was common. In fact, it

was the standard way of doing business and settling any disputes, especially those of a financial nature. Indeed, the lack of a real central

authority and the endless small scale conflicts of this time period are what earned it the moniker of The Tax Wars. At the top of the food

chain were the Guildmasters of the 8 greatest guilds of Mordavia, collectively known as The Mother Wheel, for it was this council that

decided the true state of Mordavian affairs.

In order to insure food and goods for their serfs, and to insure their own power, nobles began to pay tribute to various guilds

and the guilds essentially ruled Mordavia until the ascension of Prince Tepesh XIV in the year 1912. At only 17 years old, The Mother

Wheel assumed that the young Prince would be a pushover. Instead of the usual niceties and paying of lip service, The Mother Wheel

walked brazenly into the coronation proceedings and began making their demands for tribute. The young Prince begged The Mother

Wheel to return in 5 days with everyone that they could bring: friends, family, business partners, masters of guilds beholden to The

Mother Wheel, and other supporters and servants of all kinds. The Prince promised them a banquet fit for the coronation of a dozen

kings and servants ready to fulfill their every request. Taken in by how easily they had won, The Mother Wheel returned in 5 nights,

with a full entourage that brought the number of guests to an even 100 people.

The young Prince welcomed his guests graciously and personally sat them in his great hall. However, after the first round of

casks were drained and the Mother Wheel was contented in their victory, the young Prince stood upon his thrones dais and made a bold

claim that all those present were traitors to the Kingdom of Mordavia. With that, the great hall was sealed off and members of the

Prince's hand picked Royal Guard swarmed into the room from hidden locations. To their large surprise and great horror, everyone

present was slaughtered. Prince Tepesh then issued a Royal Decree confiscating the material wealth and assets of all the guilds and all

the families that were represented at the dinner, for The Kingdom.

Instead of keeping all of the wealth for himself, Prince Tepesh XIV split all of the wealth evenly in 3 parts between each

Prince. They then decided to further split these resources and put them under the care of nobles in their court, who would in turn split

the resources amongst their own court, all the way down to the lowest ranking Lords. By doing this, each Prince essentially gave out a

loan of wealth to their subordinate nobles and demanded profitable returns on them, which cycles all the way down to the lowliest of

Lords as well. This allows for more easily accountable flows of wealth and places the responsibility of wealth generation in the hands of

all nobles, not just a select few. Furthermore, it was decreed that all guilds must operate either with a noble as the Guildmaster or with

the express sponsorship of a noble or noble family. Even so, all guilds must obtain Royal permission to exist.

Mordavia Today, The Magical Renaissance and The Frontier Town of Kel

With the settling of The Tax Wars, the Kingdom of Mordavia was able to get back to the business of governing its own affairs.

Many large urban areas began to be refurbished, nearby townships and farms saw new investment from local nobles, guilds began fair

trading practices and commerce began to flow around the Kingdom more openly and productively for everyone. New techniques in

construction, warfare, and combat were developed, even as old and forgotten knowledge was rediscovered.

Specifically, in the 1920s, the Magic School of Binding was brought back to the public at large. Previously held as a secret

magic by the powers of the world, this magic coming back into the world allowed for a greater understanding of the 'Wheel of Magic'

and how all magics relate to one another. This opening of knowledge lead to a revolution in Grey Magic with the development of the

spell 'Scribe Scroll'. With this spell, the rate of learning of magic spells by all casters was exponentially increased. Combined, these

two events have allowed for what is being called 'The Magical Renaissance', as magic is being understood at a more in-depth level and

by more people than has ever been known in the post-Cataclysm world.

The game of Mordavia takes place primarily in a Frontier Town in the forests of Eredeti. Eredeti is the largest forest in Mordavia and lies within each of the three Principalities. The town has been founded on the heels of a Royal Decree issued by Prince Tepesh, “We will establish footholds across the Unprotected Lands in order to secure our prosperity and influence”.

This is where your adventure as a character begins!



Chapter 1: How to Play

Contact staff before your first event. We can be found at www.larpworks.com in the community section, or on our official Facebook

page. This will streamline the character creation process and give you a chance to ask any questions you may have regarding the rulebook. Please bring your own foam weapons, costumes, makeup, bedding and other materials of comfort for a two-night stay. New players should alert staff as soon as they arrive for check-in.



Living and Dying

Characters in Mordavia must survive in order to continue playing the game and make their mark. We track life, death, and the character's status in the game world in order to figure out if you're alive or resting in pieces. The following is the system for understanding if

your character is alive or dead.



Living



Dying



Health: Characters in Mordavia have Health Points (HP). HP represents your character's ability to endure physical damage.

Weapon damage, spell damage, healing, and certain status effects

will alter your current amount of HP. The Racial Advantage,

“Constitution”, increases your maximum health. This can be

bought unlimited times and increases your HP depending on your

race.



Attacks: An 'attack' is a specific offensive action against a target

that directly reduces a targets total Health Points. 'Attacks' can be

either physical or non-physical.



Armor: Armor acts like HP. Armor Points are depleted before

HP when taking damage. The “Pierce” tag-line ignores armor and

affects your HP instead. If you have at least 1 Armor Point you

may negate any Ailment tag-lines. Armor Points cannot be regained until your Armor is repaired. Armor may be repaired by

PCs or NPCs with the necessary advantages to do so.

Natural Armor: Natural Armor is considered Armor for all intents and purposes, however, Natural Armor Points are regained

through healing instead of repairs.

Temporary HP: Temporary HP gives your Character an extra

temporary amount of HP. This HP is added to your current HP.

This HP counts as regular HP for all purposes. All Temporary HP

is used before your regular HP and you lose all Temporary HP

once the ability that grants it has ended.

Healing: A healing effect ends with the tag-line “Heal”. The number said before this tag-line is how much HP is restored by the effect. The “Life” tag-line heals a dissipating character. The Undead

may not be normally healed. A Vampire who is brought back with

“Life” must drink blood immediately or return to bleeding.

Life: Any Life effect carries the tag-line “Life”. A player who is

dissipating and hit by a “Life” tag-line stabilizes at 1 HP.

Resurrection: A character who reaches the end of a 'Dissipating'

count, without receiving a 'Life' spell, suffers a 'Character Death'

and experiences 'Resurrection'. All characters start with 5 Lives

that can be lost before suffering 'Permanent Death'. Immediately

upon entering 'Resurrection', all In-Play items in the characters

possession are left on the ground where the death took place, and

that character must IMMEDIATELY report to The War Room for

further instructions.



A 'physical' attack is any attack that has the 'Damage' tag-line at

the end of the attack verbal. Physical attacks can be blocked with

shields or weapons. These attacks are usually delivered with a

weapon. E.g. - 'One Iron Damage'.

A 'non-physical' attack is any attack that DOES NOT have the

'Damage' tag-line at the end of it. Non-physical attacks CAN

NOT be blocked. These attacks are usually delivered with a spell

packet. E.g. - 'Five Fire'.

Damage always reduces from your armor first, then your Health

Points. E.g. - Marty has 10 HP and 5 Armor. He takes '3 Iron

Damage' twice. After the first strike, his Health Points remain at

10, but he now only has 2 remaining armor. After the second

strike, his armor is gone and he has only 9 Health Points remaining. You may continue to take damage to your Health Points until

you reach 'Bleeding'.

Bleeding: You are considered “Bleeding” when your HP is reduced to zero. Bleeding characters can not use advantages and

must crawl slowly and whisper with struggle. The character begins a 60 second bleed count, after which they begin to dissipate.

Special effects like “First Aid”,“Suspend Metabolism”, halt the

bleed count. Healing tag-lines brings a character out of bleeding.

Death Blow: Death Blow is an action that any player may take

against anyone who is: bleeding, unconscious, poisoned, or otherwise unable to defend themselves. You must say “Death Blow

One, Death Blow Two, Death Blow Three” with your weapon on

their chest. This effect is considered to have “Pierce” (Pg. X)

Dissipating: 'Dissipation' is a 5 minute count that begins after a

player's 'bleed' time has expired, a successful 'Death Blow', the

'Instant Death' Maneuver, or other specific abilities. Dissipation

can only be stopped with a 'Life' spell, animation spells, or similar

abilities. Animation suspends the 'dissipation count'.

Permanent Death: Players may resurrect four times before they

suffer permanent death. The character is permanently dead and

may not return to the world of the living. All of the character's

items remain where the soul passed on. Please report to the war

room to make a new character.
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Making War

Melee Combat

Melee combat focuses on the dealing of Physical Attacks and use of Combat Maneuvers. These attacks and Maneuvers revolve primarily around the use of an assortment of melee weapons and/or shields.

Characters may start the game with any weapon and armor they have physical representation (phys-rep) for. All of the items come In

Play as Tier 1 material items. All weapons and armor must be safety approved by staff before they may be used in game. Any weapons

or armor with sharp edges, entangling parts, or safety concerns may be denied. If you have questions, contact the staff for instructions

on proper phys-rep construction.

Melee combat is represented through the actual swinging of weapons and the speaking out loud of an attack verbal. The verbal for a

weapon strike or any other physical attack is "amount of damage" + "tag-line" + "damage”. e.g.“One Iron Damage”, “Two Wood Damage”, “Three Fire Damage”, “Four Poison Damage”, “5 Charm Damage”.

Daggers: All Daggers have a base damage of one. The maximum length for a dagger phys-rep is 24 inches.

One-Handed Weapons: One-Handed weapons have a base damage of one. The maximum length for a one-handed weapon is 44

inches.

Two-Handed Weapons: Two-Handed weapons have a base damage of two. The MINIMUM length for a two-handed weapon is

60 inches. Bows are considered Two-Handed weapons but have

no length requirement. Pull tension on Bows must not exceed fifteen pounds.

Throwing Weapons: Throwing weapons have a base damage of

one. The maximum length for a thrown weapon is 12 inches.

Claws: Creatures and characters who use claws must have a

phys-rep as though they were any other weapon. Claws may be

either gloves with long, foam fingers or foam cylinders which are

carried like daggers. Claws deal a base damage of one and must

be between six and twelve inches. Claw damage tag-lines have no

material in them. i.e. “1 Damage”

Strength

Strength is a passive ability that modifies certain attacks or is used to defend against certain other attacks. Strength increases the base

damage of all melee attacks. Strength must be used to break objects as well to break out of Bind spells and effects. Rip an item Tag to

signify that it has been broken. One Strength or more is required to carry a person and three Strength to run with them. 'Disarm' effects

are negated by Strength equal to the number at the end of a 'Disarm' tag-line. E.g. - 'Disarm +2' would be negated by 2 Strength. The

'Disarm' and 'Knockout' Combat Maneuvers are both modified by a character's passive Strength.

Spell Combat

Spell Combat is engaged in by the speaking of 'spell verbals' and then throwing 'spell packets'. Any part of a character's body or costume may be hit with a spell. Casters may move while casting the spell unless otherwise noted. Casters may also cast spells as long as

they are conscious and able to continue casting spells, even in combat. A Spell Verbal must be fully completed before throwing the

spell packet, and the spell packet must be thrown no longer than three seconds after completion the verbal. A character must have the

spell inscribed in a Scroll or Spell Book (In-Play items!). i.e. “The Spell Name – School of Magic – Spell Verbal – The Rulebook's Spell

Description”. All Scrolls and Spell Books must be approved by the War Room before the episode begins.

Searching

Characters may Search other characters who are unconscious or incapacitated. A character searches another character by initiating a

search count. “Searching 1, Searching 2, Searching 3... Searching 10”. Searched players must hand over all In-Play gear to the searching

character including item tags and Kopeks. You may also search characters who are willing to be searched.
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Staying Alive

Armor

Armor phys-reps must either be the actual material the armor is representing or resemble it. Armor granted at character creation is Tier 1

Armor. The number of Armor Points granted by Armor is calculated by the location of the armor on the body and the tier of the material

from which the armor is made. Armor is bypassed by any attack with the “Pierce” tag-lines, or “Knockout” tag-lines.

A shield is a padded phys-rep to block physical weapon strikes. A shield may only be arm's length from the base of the armpit to the

tips of the fingers) and may only be one-half the player's height. Shields do not contribute to your character's Armor Points. Any attack

with the “Damage” tag-line may be blocked by a shield. The “Massive” tag-line may not be blocked.



Defensive Abilities



Armor Points by Location:

• Head – 3

• Face – 1

• Neck – 2

• Shoulder – 3 (each shoulder)

• Upper Arm – 2 (each arm)

• Elbow – 1 (each elbow)

• Wrist – 2 (each wrist)

• Hand – 1 (each hand)

• Chest/Back – 3 (each front/back)

• Groin/Buttocks – 3 (each front/back)

• Thigh – 3 (each thigh)

• Knee – 1 (each knee)

• Shin – 2 (each shin)

• Foot – 1 (each foot)



Absorb: A character with the ability to Absorb an attack or spell says, “Absorb” upon being successfully attacked. Absorbed attacks

heal the character for the attack amount and any damage or effect is negated. The 'Pierce' ability specifically bypasses 'Absorb'.

Dodge: Dodge is a racial and combat advantage. A character says “Dodge” within three seconds of a successful attack and negates any

weapon strike or spell which would otherwise hit them. Characters can't dodge attacks in the back or ones they don't see. The 'Innate'

ability specifically bypasses Dodge.

Flub: When a player says a tag-line or verbal incorrectly or inaudibly, hits someone in a sensitive area such as the groin or face, or

swings with excessive force, anyone may call “Flub” on them. The spell/strike has no effect and is considered failed and any Spell or

Maneuver Points are wasted. If you “Flub” something, any tags spent performing the failed action are wasted.

No Affect: Any character who is immune to an attack or ability must say “No Affect” against their immune status. e.g. A vampire is hit

with a “Poison” tag-line, and is immune. The vampire says “No Affect Poison”. A Zhana who is 'Uncharmable' and hit with a 'Charm'

would say 'No Affect Charm'.

Reflect: 'Reflect' is a special ability that not only negates an attack or ability but also returns that attack or ability upon its source.

Upon being hit with a successful attack or ability, you must say 'Reflect' and the attack or ability is then treated as targeting the original

source.

Resist: “Resist” means that you have the ability to negate a specific attack or status effect. This also indicates that your character has

an Advantage, item, or spell which specifically allows this to happen. A character hit with a successful attack or ability may say “Resist” and negate the effects. The 'Pierce' ability specifically bypasses 'Resist'.

Toughness: Toughness negates an amount of physical attack damage to both Health Points and Armor, equal to its own rating. Toughness has no affect on non-physical attacks. A tag-line delivered by a physical attack has no effect if the attack does not exceed your

toughness. Toughness resolves before other factors of an attack.



Knowing the Enemy

Weapon strikes or thrown packets may deliver certain tag-lines. These tag-lines determine an effect upon successful attacks. The next

page contains all of the in-play effects that can effect a player. “Binds” are considered “Active Enchantments”, similar to the self-only

effects later in the rulebook. These “Active Enchantments” are “Enchantments” that last five minutes instead of an hour.
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